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LAZ Parking has Taken Over Parking Operations at Martha’s Vineyard Airport
May 18, 2018 / Hartford/CT - LAZ Parking is pleased to announce that Martha’s Vineyard
Airport (MVY) has been added to its portfolio and began operations this spring. On June 1st they
will unveil a new parking system that has been installed with features that include a colorful
digital display, barcode ticket readers and the ability to pay for parking using a credit card.
Parkers will also have the ability to pay for parking online or using a mobile phone.
The first three hours of parking remain free year-round with seasonal daily rates from $15-$20.
An island discount rate is available for year-round residents for a $10 daily rate. If you are
visiting the restaurant you are likely parked for less than three hours, simply pull a ticket upon
entry, scan your barcode ticket at the exit, the parking rate will read $0 (if less than 3 hours)
and the gate will open.
LAZ Parking will provide seasonal staff on-site during peak season to help facilitate traffic and
help educate those that are unfamiliar with the new parking system. If an attendant is not
available, there is a “help” button on the machine that connects you to the LAZ Customer Care
Center, which is available 24/7.
For more information, to pay for parking online or to apply for an annual parking permit, please
visit the LAZ Parking website (https://www.lazparking.com/local/vineyard-haven-ma/marthavineyard-airport)
###
About LAZ Parking LAZ Parking, founded in Hartford, CT in 1981, is one of the largest and
fastest growing parking companies in the United States operating hundreds of thousands of
parking spaces across the country in over 2,700 locations. With over 35 years of experience
providing parking management and transportation services, LAZ works seamlessly across a
variety of segments including hospitality and valet, office buildings, medical, airport and
transportation, campus, government and municipal, retail, events, residential building and
shuttle services. Additional information can be found at www.lazparking.com.

